
SBC 7 November 2009 Course Recollections I 

Course recollections in no particular order: 

Arrival in Seattle to a pick-up by Bill and a lovely, short (for me; Frankie and Bill were 
up into the wee hours packing up the house for the imminent move) evening with Thai 
take-out and conversation. Usually I'm twitchy at peoples' houses, but both times I've 
visited B and F I feel immediately at home, sister'ish. A gift. 

Awake very early—4 a.m.—to the energy of the course and the OCG performance. At 10 
an AT workshop on the Five Relations for Drummers at the Seattle Drum School; this is 
Bill's brainchild and it is well-attended and comes off like a fast-ball put right over the 
plate. Runs until 1 and at exactly 1:00 PDT, we are complete. 

To RI! 

Before attending this course I have the sense that I do not need to prepare (in the bracing 
'getting ready to suffer' way that Alexander wishes us, in any case, to inhibit). I arrive in a 
state of openness, but for my Aim which is to explore "Up" with the TTA team in re: their 
playing. At the opening meeting this translates to: Exploring the relationship between 
"Up" and Music with the TTA and their cohorts and anyone else who is willing to venture 
this way. This doesn't mean I'll be doing no table work on this course (in retrospect, I did 
NO table work on this course!), but it's close to that. 

A hand out from the drum workshop--a diagram of the pentad of the Five Relations that J. 
encouraged me to make-- finds itself onto the board sometime toward the beginning of 
the week.  
SBC November 8, 2009 Course Recollections II 
When the High Flyers are playing at the end of an AT session in the dining room green 
room instructional area (there must be a better name for this!) circulating, E and I sit back 
to back in the center of the circle for a long while. Support of the finest variety. 

SSG meet with Robert and on the way to the first meeting I have the impulse to grab 
Mariana's wrist and pull her with us. R. says at the end of the meeting that this is the right 
thing; M. is for now a member of SSG1. 



DUII and III are back on the table with SSG1's participation in SSGIV now as witness to 
the writing about the reading. Robert 'reads us a story' from the text, which finds a way 
in, finally, for this amazing work, at least for me. 

The work R. is doing with tetrads on the course is stunning.]

SBC November 9, 2009 Course Recollections III 
Find that the full house circle in the late morning affords me time to slip away and 
shower and practice. So, I make an effort to attend the evening full-house circle. The 
second one (I have missed the first) appears to me like a meal that is being prepared, it is 
underway, the bits are out on the counter, we have an increasingly clear sense of the menu 
and what the community will receive, and we are beginning to cook. 

Special Study Group 2009 
Silence at meals is soft and welcoming; spacious.  
The portioning of meals is haphazard; I don't remember this so much on courses past. 

Two circles for the Gnarlies with Jax and AT work. We go back and forth between what 
she is presenting and interrupting to find the connection with the body again, specifically 
with sit bones, legs, head/pelvis counter balance. (With TTA we're onto ribs and breath, 
but with the Gnarlies, we're lucky to find the Structure Itself.) 

Frank and I go around the circle doing 'four hands'; Frank is behind the players working 
with head, neck, back; I am working at the same time to get their legs counterbalancing 
their torsos. 

After each of these two sessions there is an impromptu performance challenge, the first at 
lunch and the second day at tea. 

The first day's zithers are a leap for the group; They Arrive! is what I see. 

SBC November 8, 2009 
A Divesting of Something happening for me on this course. I have NO impulse to sit at 
the head table. I love seeing Frank up there, or near there, it is giving me great pleasure to 
see him always and in all ways on this course. There seems to be room for us to each 
work in our own way and together. 



Something about the impersonality (cool word) of my work/my role is emerging in a 
more developed form for me here. And I have a curiosity about Chief Feature and meet 
with Robert about this toward the middle of the course. 

Again we look at the tetrad, all the "I"s in their place on the grid of horizontal and vertical 
Selves. But the overall thing is elusive to me, though I pin the sense of Pride to it and 
Robert says "Ah, Egotism." I reject this out of hand. 

Later when I'm back at St Titus I hear myself saying to myself as I tidy the room: "I'm too 
proud to be egotistical!"


